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Viraj  Jagtap,  a  Dalit  youth  of  20,  from         

Pimple  Saudagar,  Pune,  was  murdered  on  8        

June  2020.  The  news  of  this  incident  was         

on  social  media  under  click-bait  headlines       

like  “Once  again  a  Sairat  in  Maharashtra”.        

Viraj  Jagtap  was  murdered  in      

Pimpri-Chinchwad,  an  urban  area.  It  is       

being  said  that  this  is  a  unique  caste  crime          

for  its  urban  location.  It  once  agains        

exposed  he  institution  the  claim  that  caste        

and  casteist  crime  doesn’t  in  urban  areas.  It         

was  observed  that  the  act  had  an  effect  on          

society  the  repercussions  of  which  was  a        

further  deterioration  of  caste  relations.      

Thus  it  was  necessary  for  the  people  to         

know  the  truth  of  the  case.  It  was  deemed          

necessary  that  the  Government,     

bureaucracy  and  Judicial  system  should      

hear  the  un�iltered  voice  of  the  victims  of         

the  case.  The  decision  was  thus  taken  to         

prepare  and  publish  a  fact  �inding  report  by         

Bhima  Koregaon  Shaurya  Din  Prerna      

Abhiyan  (An  alliance  of  various      

Social-Political  organizations  in    

Maharashtra)  regarding  the  murder  of  Viraj       

Jagtap.   

In  the  past,  this  alliance  has       

published  fact  �inding  reports  in  the  Bhima        

Koregaon  case,  Pooja  Sakat  murder,  and       

attacks  on  Muslims  in  Aurangabad.  In  all        

these  instances  various  social  organisations      

and  intellectuals  from  Progressive-     

Ambedkarite  movement  have  come  forward      

to   take   up   the   responsibility.  
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Following			members			were			part			of			the			team			who			have			prepared			this			report:			

1. Mr.   Manav   Kamble   (Nagari   Suraksha   Hakka   Samiti)  

2. Adv.   Vanraj   Shinde   (Yuva   Bharat)   

3. Mr.   Sagar   Aalhat   (Peasants   and   Workers   Party)   

4. Adv.   Mauli   Sonawane   (Adivasi-   Bhatka   -   Bahujan   Sanghatna,   Maharashtra)   

5. Mr.   Shaikh   Azimuddin   (Jamat-e-Islami   Hind,   Pimpri   Chinchwad)   

6. Mr.   Nitin   Gaikwad   (Bhimshahi   Yuva   Sangh)  

7. Mr.   Sagar   Gorkhe   (Kabir   Kala   Manch)   

8. Mr.   Rizwan   Khan   (Student   Islamic   Organisation,   Pune)   

9. Ms.   Harshali   Potdar   (Rupublican   Panthers,   Caste   Annihilation   Movement)    

 

To  �ind  the  truth  regarding  this  murder  various  people  realted  to  the  case  were               

approached.  Viraj  Jagtap’s  family,  friends,  Jagdish  Kate’s  family  and  near  ones,  Police             

administration,  various  political  party  actors,  social  activists,  journalists,  lawyers,  etc  are            

included  in  that.  In  the  process  of  making  this  report  it  was  understood  that  along  with  the                  

facts  of  the  case  the  economic-social-political-cultural  reality  matters  equally.  The  objective            

and  subjective  are  both  operative  in  the  spatio-temporal  making  of  this  case.  We  present  this                

report   prepared   with   that   framework.   

 

Violence			and			Corona			Lockdown			
The  announcement  for  a  lockdown  as  a  preventive  measure  against  COVID-19  pandemic             

took  daily  earners  unawares  as  there  was  no  advance  warning  for  the  same.  Many  cases  of                 

police  brutality  occurred  in  the  period  of  this  forced  lockdown.  The  panic  and  fear  of  the                 

pandemic  has  however  limited  all  response  to  this  brutality  in  the  digital  medium.  The               

lockdown  has  caused  100s  of  deaths  due  to  starvation,  accidents  and  unavailability  of              

emergency  healthcare.  Media  coverage  to  this  reality  has  been  negligible.  In  the  absence  of               

organising  leadership  in  the  �ield  no  substantial  response  to  police  brutality  has  been  possible               

unlike  the  one  in  America  in  response  to  George  Floyd’s  death.  At  such  times,  which  medium                 

was   going   to   take   up   the   forever   invisibilized   matter   of   Dalit   attrocity?  		
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 Episodes			of			atrocities			against			Dalits			and			oppressed			classes		
Lockdown  period  has  accelerated  violent  crimes  against  Dalits.  Crimes  are  happening  or             

the  covered  up  crimes  are  coming  into  surface  all  over  Maharashtra  in  lockdown  period.  Both                

New   and   Old   media   have   been   mum   about   these   instances.  

	

 

❖ Lakh   Vaijapur   Murder   (Khandala,  

Aurangabad)  

➢ Attack   on   entire   family   as   a  

result   of   a   romantic  

relationship   

➢ Critical   injuries   to   Parents   

➢ Murder   of   Bhimraj   Gaikwad,  

a   Buddhist   youth  

 

❖ Mandgaon   triple   murder  

➢ Attack   on   Pardhi   community  

in   a   land   dispute   

➢ 4   individuals   mercilessly  

beaten.   3   dead   on   the   spot  

 

❖ Natpavni   murder   

➢ Chinchaldara,   Narkhed  

Taluka,   Nagpur   district   

➢ Arvind   Bansod   murdered  

over   political   and   caste  

hatred.   

 

 

❖ Ghansavangi   attack  

➢ Machhindranath,   Chincholi,  

Jalna   

➢ Tulshiram   Gaikwad   beaten  

for   not   standing   up   in   front  

of   Patil.   Limbs   fractured   in  

beating.   

 

❖ Vikas   Rokade   attack  

➢ Attack   on   Buddhist  

settlement   in   Mandoshi  

(Khed   Taluka)  

➢ Mutilation   of   the   ear   of   Vikas  

Rokade.   His   elderly   father’s  

head   burst   open   in   the  

attack.  

 

❖ Babhalgaav   attack  

➢ Beaten   till   bloodied   over  

water   dispute   (Majalgaon,  

Beed)  

 

 

❖ Majlapur   attack   
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➢ Majlapur,   Purna   Taluka   

➢ Casteist   groups   attack  

Buddhist   community   for  

raising   blue   (Ambedkarite)  

�lag  

 

❖ Dighul   atrocity   

➢ Dighul,   Ambajogai   Taluka,  

Beed   district   

➢ Buddhist   youth   attacked   in  

jealousy   over   his   winning  

auction   for   temple   land  

➢ Molestation   of   women   in   the  

family   and   attempt   of   rape   by  

dragging   in   farm   land   

➢ Victim’s   family   harassed   by  

false   case   of   robbery  

 

❖ Gotegaon   attack   

➢ Gotegaon,   Kej   taluka,   Beed  

district  

➢ Abhijit   Bachote,   a   buddhist  

youth,   attacked   after   asking  

for   his   surname  

➢ Merciless   beating   with   rod  

 

❖ Attack   on   Khandu   Salve,   Parali  

 

❖ Attack   on   Adivasi   family   

➢ Attack   on   Adivasi   family   in  

Hadasne,   Dhule   district   

➢ Family   of   Ramdas   Bhil   was  

primarily   injured  

 

❖ Attack   on   Charmakar   family   

➢ Gangapur,   Ambegaon   taluka,  

Pune   district   

➢ Vittal   Sabale   and   Parvati  

Sabale,   elderly   couple,   fatally  

attacked   due   to   refusal   to  

give   land   for   bridge   building.  

 

❖ Murder   of   20   year   old   Viraj   Jagtap   

 

Above  data  documents  atrocities     

committed  within  or  have  surfaced  in  the        

duration  of  the  government  enforced      

lockdown  on  SC-ST  communities.  It  is       

possible  that  other  such  instances  may  have        

been  buried  by  the  state  machinery.  These        

instances  of  atrocities  against  Dalits  and       

oppressed  classes  are  not  new  to  the  state         

of  Maharashtra  but  the  accelerated  speed  at        

which  they  are  coming  to  light  is  striking.         

The  difference  in  these  instances  occurring       

before  and  after  2014  is  worthy  of        

attention.  In  the  cases  of  atrocities  against        

SC-ST  the  following  details  have  been  of        

note.   
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 ● The   form   of   atrocity   

● The   method   of   attack  

● Attacks   due   to   personal   caste   hatred   

● Attacks   in   organised   form   

● The  people  who  sanction  the  attack,  their        

social   standing   and    political   connections  

● Organised  attacks,  communal  hatred  and      

caste  atrocity  speci�ic  to  geographical      

location  

Organised  attacks  have  happened  against      

Nitin  Age,  Sanjay  Jadhav,  Sanjay      

Khobragade,  Satyabhama  Suryavanshi,    

Swapnil  Sonawane,  and  Dayaram  Nyahale      

in  Kharda,  Javkheda,  Kevalpada,  Nerul,  and       

Dhule  respectively.  Organised  attacks  on      

Buddhists  have  also  happened  in  18       

Villages  in  Nashik  district.  Organised      

attacks  against  Dalits-Bahujans  at  Bhima      

Koregaon  have  become  an  important      

marker  in  these  series  of  attacks.  After  this         

another  series  of  organised  attacks      

emerged  that  deepened  the  caste  faultlines       

in  the  society.  The  murder  of  20  year  old          

Viraj  Jagtap  is  going  to  act  as  another         

marker  in  the  series  of  attacks  by        

reactionary  elements  in  society  that  are       

bent  on  supremacist  tendencies  in  favor  of        

a  social,  political  and  cultural      

establishment.   

Why,		how		and		who		made		Viraj		 	 	 	 	 	

Jagtap			murder			possible?			
	

Manasi			Kate			and			Family			

	

The  accused  Jagdish  Kate  and  Kailas       

Kate  are  brothers.  They  live  in  a  joint  family          

consisting  of  their  own  families  as  well  as         

their  parents.  Manasi’s  father,  Jagdish,  and       

her  uncle,  Kailas,  own  an  Ice  cube  business.         

Their  manufacturing  unit  was  once  in       

Pimple  Saudagar  which  they  later  shifted  to        

Tathawade.  The  unit  was  shifted  on  land        

belonging   to   Manasi’s   maternal   uncle.   

Apart  from  this  they  also  own  a        

water  tanker.  They  own  ‘Murlitara’  a  four        

storey  residential  building  in  P.  K.  chowk.        

They  have  rented  the  entire  building  which        

acts  as  an  lucrative  income  source.  Kailas  is         

a  trustee  of  the  nearby  ‘Dutt  mandir’  as  well          

as  ‘Devi  Aai  mata  mandir’.  They  are  close         

with  the  local  corporator  of  Bharatiya       

Janata   Party   (BJP),   Shatrughna   Kate.  

 

 

Viraj			Jagtap			and			Family			

	

Subhadra  Jagtap’s  family  resides  in      

Pimple  Saudagar.  She  is  the  grandmother  of        

Viraj  Jagtap.  She  has  been  a  corporator  from         
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 Pimpri  Chinchwad  from  1992-2002  for  two       

consecutive  terms.  She  �ielded  candidacy      

from  Republican  Party  of  India  (A)  for  both         

terms.  Viraj  was  born  in  Pimple  Saudagar  in         

the  year  2000.  Viraj’s  father  Vilas  Jadhav        

died  of  an  illness  when  he  was  9  months          

old.  His  father  used  to  work  as  a  sanitation          

worker  in  Pimpri-  Chinchwad  Municipal      

Corporation.  Viraj’s  mother  Reshma  Jagtap      

was  given  her  husband's  job  in  the        

corporation.  His  mother  raised  him  by       

herself.  He  attended  ‘Hindustan  antibiotics      

school’  for  the  �irst  two  years  of  schooling.         

He  matriculated  from  ‘Annasaheb  Magar      

Secondary  School’.  He  studied  in  commerce       

stream  for  his  11th  std.  at  ‘Nav  Maharashtra         

Junior  College’.  He  changed  faculties  to  Arts        

in  12th  std.  Along  with  this  he  was  also          

looking  for  employment.  He  liked  to  be  well         

groomed,  his  family  has  said.  He  used  to         

wear  a  110  gm  gold  chain.  Viraj  owned  4          

cars.  Of  those  he  would  rent  two  cars         

(Indica  and  Sumo)  for  a  transport  business        

and  the  other  two  (Ertiga  and  Swift)  were         

for  personal  use.  He  sold  Ertiga  and  Swift         

later.  Other  than  that  he  owned  3        

motorcycles  (Access,  Jupiter,  and  Splendor).      

He   sold   Access   and   retained   the   other   two.   

 

 

	

Events			leading			to			the			murder		
 

Viraj  Jagtap  and  Manasi  Kate  both       

studied  in  the  same  school.  Manasi  studied        

in  one  class  ahead  of  Viraj.  Their  friends         

have  said  that  they  were  in  a  relationship         

since  8th  standard.  After  a  few  years        

Manasi’s  family  came  to  know  of  this        

relationship.  They  con�iscated  Manasi’s     

phone  and  barred  her  from  education  in        

11th  standard.  Viraj  and  Manasi  fell  out  of         

touch  for  sometime  after  this.  Those  close        

to  Viraj  say  that  Manasi  used  to  call  Viraj  in           

this  time  from  her  father’s  phone.  Viraj’s        

family  has  said  that  he  was  constantly        

speaking  on  the  phone.  Their  conversation       

had  become  frequent  in  the  lockdown       

period.  He  would  sit  on  the  terrace  and         

speak  with  her  for  two  hours  at  a  stretch.          

Due  to  the  heat  on  the  terrace  his  health          

had  suffered  in  between  March  and  April.        

Viraj’s  family  have  alleged  that  Manasi  used        

to  threaten  self  harm  in  these       

conversations.  This  caused  him  mental      

strain.  He  would  punch  a  cupboard  in  the         

stress.  Why,  the  normally  calm  Viraj,  was        

behaving  thus  was  troubling  his  family.  On        

social  media  a  narrative  has  been  built        

saying  the  exact  opposite,  claiming  Viraj       

was  in  one  sided  love  with  Manasi.  Manasi         

Kate  and  her  family  have  refused  to  speak         
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 to  us  due  to  which  it  has  not  been  possible           

to  know  their  thoughts  on  this  matter.        

Acquaintances  of  Manasi’s  family  too  have       

chosen  to  keep  mum.  Both  Manasi  and        

Viraj’s  friends  (on  condition  of  anonymity)       

have  �iercely  claimed  that  they  were  in  love         

and  that  most  students  in  their  school  knew         

about  it.  Viraj’s  paternal  cousin  sister  has        

said  that  she  had  had  a  �ight  over  Viraj  and           

Manasi’s  relationship.  She  has  said  that       

Viraj’s  stress  was  worrying  her.  She  had  an         

angry  conversation  regarding  the  same      

with  Manasi.  She  further  states  that  Hemant        

Kate,  Manasi’s  brother,  had  threatened  Viraj       

over  this  in  March  2020.  She  said, “As  we          

were  passing  by  Londhe  vasti,  Manasi’s  brother        

appeared  from  behind.  We  were  on  a        

motorcycle  and  he  said,  “ you	 	want	 	to	 	brag	 	a	    	 	 	 	 	

lot?		Wear		a		chain?		Change		cars		in		6		months?		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Do	 	you	 	think	 	we	 	will	 	allow	 	a	 	girl	 	from	 	our		 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

family		to		marry		into		a		Mahar-Mang		family?”		 	 	 	 	 	 	

He  said  as  much  after  which  he  spat  at  Viraj’s           

face  and  yelled  cuss-words,  kicked  the  bike  and         

went   away   …   Viraj   said   nothing   to   him.”   

Viraj  had  promised  another  paternal      

cousin  sister  that  he  would  introduce  her  to         

Manasi.  They  were  in  a  relationship  should        

become  clear  from  their  phone      

conversations.  Manasi  Kate’s  own     

testimony  outside  of  familial  pressure  can       

make   things   certain.   

 

Incident:		
 

Viraj  received  a  call  from  an       

unidenti�ied  number  on  7  June  2020  at  8:30         

pm  in  the  night.  Viraj’s  family  has  said  that          

it  was  Manasi’s  call.  Later  the  police  told         

Viraj’s  kin  that  it  was  Hemant  Kate  who  had          

made  the  call.  Viraj  left  home  on  his         

Splendor  motorcycle  saying  he  would  be       

back  in  5  minutes.  Viraj’s  mother  called  him         

at  8:45  if  he  would  have  dinner  to  which  he           

responded  in  the  af�irmative.  Viraj  was       

asked  to  come  to  the  Dutt  mandir  near  his          

house.  Viraj  met  a  friend,  Kishor  Salve,  on         

the  way.  Kishor  told  Viraj  that  some  people         

were  coming  to  beat  him  (Kishor).  Kishor        

asked  Viraj  to  stay  with  him.  After  a  while          

they  both  walked  to  the  Dutt  mandir.  On  the          

way  Viraj  was  hit  by  an  attack  of  small          

tempo,  to  make  it  look  like  an  accident.         

Viraj   fell   as   a   result.   

Viraj  stood  up  and  ran  in  the        

direction  of  the  bakery.  Some  people       

followed  in  pursuit  to  beat  him.  They        

pushed  him  on  the  steps  of  the  Shiv  bakery          

and  he  fell  down.  They  started  beating  him         

with  hands  and  feet.  They  had  a  car  part          

with  which  they  hit  him.  They  hit  Viraj  as          

hard  with  this  iron  rod  like  car  as  to  kill           

him.  Kishor  Salve  and  Kishor’s  friend       

Abhijit  Hande  attempted  to  stop  this       
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assault.  They  too  were  beaten  up.  Abhijit        

Hande   ran   from   the   scene.   

As  an  fatally  injured  Viraj  was  lying        

on  the  ground,  Manasi  Kate’s  uncle,  Kailas        

Kate  called  from  his  number  9822244492,       

one  of  Viraj’s  uncle,  Jitesh  Vasant  Jagtap        

around  10:06  pm,  on  his  number       

9822492944,  saying,  “you  Mahar-Mangs,     

you  are  crossing  your  limits.  Viraj  has        

beaten  up  at  Shiv  Bakery.  Take  him  away         

from  there.”  Viraj  was  lying  there  in  a  pool          

of  his  blood.  His  head  had  split.  His  ear  was           

bleeding.  His  eyes  had  become  black  as  a         

result  of  in�lammation.  In  that  state  Kishor        

Salve  and  one  more  person  took  Viraj  to         

Lotus  hospital  on  a  motorcycle.  The       

hospital  rejected  admission  saying  they  did       

not  have  a  CT  scan  machine.  After  that  three          

more  hospitals  rejected  admission.  The      

fourth  one,  Birla  hospital,  admitted  him.       

This  took  around  60-90  minutes.  Viraj  was        

admitted  at  around  12:30  am.  After       

admission  he  was  sent  to  the  Corona  ward         

where  a  Corona  test  was  administered.  His        

family  was  barred  from  being  near  him.  In         

the  meantime  his  family  members  went  to        

Sangvi  police  station  where  the  Police       

refused  to  register  a  complaint.  The  police        

said  that  they  would  only  register  a        

complaint  if  the  hospital  called  to  con�irm.        

Late  night  after  the  hospital  con�irmed       

admission,  the  police  came  to  verify  at  3  am          

and  then  started  enquiry.  In  the  morning        

Viraj’s  Corona  test  came  out  as  negative.  He         

was  shifted  to  a  normal  ICU.  At  1  pm  in  the            

afternoon  Viraj’s  family  was  told  that  he        

was  out  of  danger,  then  at  2  pm  they  were           

called  again  saying  that  the  hospital  was        

trying  its  best  to  save  his  life.  At  2:30  pm           

they  started  heart  pumping  and  at  3:45  pm         

Viraj   was   declared   dead.   

 

 

Kate			vs			Jagtap??		

	
After  Mumbai,  Pimpri  Chinchwad  is  a       

prominent  urban  area  in  Maharashtra  state.       

Established  in  1986,  it  includes  Aakurdi,       

Kivale,  Chalholi,  Chikhli,  Chinchwad,     

Talvade,  Tathavade,  Hergaon,  Dapodi,  Dighi,      

Nigdi,  Pimpri,  Pipal  Gura,  Pimple  Nilakh,       

Pimple  Saudagar,  Punavale,  Bokhel,  Bhosari,      

Mamurdi,  Moshi,  Ravet,  Wakad,  Sangavi,      

and   Dudulgaon.   

This  urban  area  has  seen  tremendous       

entrepreneurial  growth  with  over  2500      

businesses  incorporated  here.  The  major      

source  of  wealth  has  been  the  sale  of  land          

due  to  the  construction  of      

Mumbai-Bangalore  and  Pune-Nashik    

highways.  There  has  also  been  a  rapid        
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growth  in  the  automobile  sector.  Engineers       

have  found  employment  both  local  and       

otherwise.  Thousands  of  people  found      

employment  in  Hindustan  antibiotics     

established   in   1954.   

Maratha  (castes)  families  being     

major  landowners  reaped  enormous     

bene�its  turning  multi-millionaires  in  the      

process.  This  led  to  them  developing       

political  connections  and  clout  in  the  area.        

Buddhists  and  other  castes  too  have  been        

able  to  reap  bene�its  along  with  Marathas.        

Many  found  employment  in  Pimpri      

Chinchwad   Municipal   Corporation   (PCMC).   

This  economic  and  poltical     

development  had  an  effect  on  the  lives  of         

people  like  Viraj  and  Manasi  who  both  grew         

up  in  Pimple  Saudagar.  Both  families  have        

claimed  that  this  is  the  �irst  instance  of         

casteism  between  Maratha  and  Dalit  castes       

that  they  know  of.  In  the  last  ten  years  there           

have  been  multiple  instances  of  Maratha       

girls  having  relations  with  and  marrying       

into   Buddhist   families.   

On  an  average  the  Maratha  girls  have        

been  higher  in  the  class  hierarchy  and  the         

Buddhist  boys  in  the  lower  class.  The        

inference  here  is  that  all  these  instances  of         

marriage  are  eloping  and  then      

reconciliation  with  families.  Many  of  these       

couples   live   in   the   Pimpri   Chinchwad   area.   

The  settlement  where  Viraj  Jagtap      

lived  houses  300  Jagtap  families.  On  an        

average  most  of  these  families  are       

economically  well  off  and  independant.      

Maratha  families,  especially  Kates,  have      

settlements  near  the  Jagtap  settlement.      

Both  clans  have  claimed  no  trouble  before        

his  instance.  After  a  discussion  with  social        

activists  active  in  these  settlements,  it       

comes  to  fore  that  caste  related  tensions  are         

very  much  present  here  although  they  may        

not  be  readily  apparent.  Dalits  and       

especially  Buddhists  in  Pimple  Saudagar      

have  never  been  dependent  on  Marathas  for        

employment.   

Hindustan  Antibiotic  (established  in     

1954)  has  been  a  great  source  of  income  for          

Dalits.  The  National  highway  and  State       

highway  construction  led  to  increase  in       

land  prices.  Many  members  from  Jagtap       

families  started  working  in  Pimpri      

Chinchwad  Municipal  Corporation.  The     

dependence  on  Savarna  families  which  is  a        

norm  in  rural  areas  was  not  seen  here.  This          

economic  independence  of  Jagtaps  was      

formenting  jealous  in  Kate  families.  The       

Corporatorship  of  Viraj’s  grandmother  was      

also  a  political  challenge  to  Maratha       

hegemony.   

According  to  a  Maratha  social      

activists  from  the  area,  a  new  casteist  and         
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religious  tension  has  become  apparent  in       

the  area  after  the  incident  which  most        

believe  did  not  exist  before.  This  tension  is         

responsible  for  inter-caste  marriages  not      

being  a  norm  in  this  area  where  otherwise         

people  claim  to  have  no  caste-communal       

tensions.  The  lack  of  visible  antagonism       

does  not  mean  a  lack  of  caste  tension  under          

the  surface,  for  such  is  the  nature  of  Indian          

society.   

	

Police			investigation		
		

Viraj  Jagtap  Murder  fact-�inding  team      

met  Shridhar  Jadhav,  Investigating  Of�ier,  to       

know  details  of  the  case  and  police  effort.         

The  team  was  under  the  guidance  of        

Advocates  Vanraj  Shinde  and  Dnyaneshwar,      

alias  Mauli  Sonawane.  The  conversation      

with  the  police  led  to  us  knowing  the         

following.   

 

● Viraj  Jagtap,  a  Buddhist  youth,  was       

attacked  in  the  evening  of  7  June        

2020  

● The  plaintiff  Jitesh  Jagtap  (Viraj’s      

paternal  uncle)  was  informed  of  the       

attack  on  Viraj  by  the  chief  accused        

Kailas   Kate   via   a   phone   call   

● After  being  informed  of  the  attack       

some  of  Viraj’s  relatives  went  to  the        

hospital.  Others,  including  his  former      

corporator  grandmother,  went  to     

register  a  complaint  at  the  Sangavi       

police  station.  PSI  Mane  refused  to       

register  the  complaint  saying  “we      

will  not  register  the  complaint  unless       

we  receive  con�irmation  from  the      

hospital”  

● Sanjay  Agale  called  100  (police      

helpline)  from  his  personal  number      

to  which  there  was  no  response.  The        

spot  where  Viraj  was  attacked  is  just        

at  a  distance  of  100m  from  Pimple        

Saudagar  police  station.  There  was      

no  immediate  police  cooperation  in      

the   matter.  

● PSI  Mane’s  procrastination  in     

registering  the  complaint  is     

unpardonable.  Due  to  the  lethargy  in       

immediate  response  the  police  failed      

to  take  Viraj  Jagtap’s  statement      

regarding  the  assault  on  him  which       

would  have  helped  the  prosecution's      

case.   

● After  many  efforts  from  Jagtaps,  two       

police  constables  reached  Birla     

hospital  around  2:30  am.  By  this  time        

5  hours  had  passed  since  the  incident        

and  Viraj  was  unconscious  by  this       

time.  Viraj’s  statement  could  not  be       

taken.   
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● A  FIR  was  registered  by  police  on  8         

June  2020  at  11  pm  in  the  night,  a  full           

25  hours  after  the  incident.      

According  to  the  FIR  by  44  year  old         

Jitesh  Jagtap(Viraj’s  Uncle)  as  a      

plaintiff  listed  the  below  as  primary       

accused-   

● Hemant   Kailas   Kate   

● Sagar   Jagdish   Kate   

● Rohit   Jagdish   Kate   

● Kailas    Murlidhar   Kate   

● Jagdish   Murlidhar   Kate   

● Harshad   Kailas   Kate   

FIR  number  306/2020  was  registered  with       

IPC  302,  143,  147,  148,  149  and  prevention         

of  Atrocities  Act,  1989  (2015  amendment)       

clause  3(q)  (r)  (s),  3(2)  (va),  3(2)  (v).6  and          

Maharashtra  Police  clause  37/1  and  135       

were  �iled  as  charges.  Many  experts  insisted        

on  adding  IPC  120(b)  which  the  police        

consistently   declined.   

● Before  any  arrests  were  made  the       

news  of  Viraj’s  death  at  4  pm  of  8          

June  was  made  public.  This  news       

caused  a  wave  of  unrest  in       

Maharashtra.  Activists  and  workers     

from  various  organisations  and     

political  parties  started  demanding     

the  arrest  of  all  accused  at  the  police         

station.  This  is  where  the  police  took        

the  incident  seriously  and  started      

getting  into  action.  Police  had  done       

nothing  in  terms  of  investigation  at       

this   point.   

● There  was  no  immediate  survey  of       

the  crime  scene.  Viraj’s  blood  loss  on        

the  steps  of  the  bakery  as  a  result  of          

assault  by  a  metal  weapon  was       

washed  by  water  the  next  morning       

by  one  of  the  bakery  staff.  This        

important  piece  of  evidence  was  lost       

as  a  result.  This  casts  doubts  on  the         

police  investigation  process  as  a      

whole   in   terms   of   its   sincerity.   

● A  loss  of  a  link  in  the  chain  of          

evidence  affects  all  merits  of  the  case.        

Such  instances  should  not  be      

surprising   if   they   repeat   henceforth.   

● Police  have  claimed  arrest  of  all       

accused  in  FIR  on  8th  June  2020.        

While  the  police  have  claimed  that  it        

is  them  who  found  the  accused  in        

hiding  in  various  places,  independent      

investigation  has  proved  that  all      

accused  were  in  the  protection  of  BJP        

corporator  Shatrughna  Kate,  and  it  is       

he  who  surrendered  the  accused  to       

the   police   in   his   of�ice.   

● Police  claim  that  they  have      

con�iscated  the  murder  weapon  and      

the  tempo  used  in  the  crime.       
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Although  no  transcript  of  such      

seizure   was   shown   to   this   committee  

● Police  claim  that  they  have      

statements  from  Manasi  Jagdish  Kate      

and  other  people  related  to  the  case.        

This  includes  the  statement  of  Abhijit       

Hande,  a  Maratha  youth,  who  is  an        

eye   witness   to   the   crime.   

● Apart  from  this,  the  following  people       

have  been  interviewed.  All  of  them       

are   Viraj’s   paternal   cousins  

○ Darshan   Jagtap   

○ Sahil   Jagtap   

○ Akshay   Jagtap   

○ Bhushan   Jagtap   

○ Saloni   Jagtap  

Saloni  was  with  Viraj  when  Hemant       

Kate  had  threatened  Viraj  on  his       

motorcycle  and  was  one  of  Viraj’s       

closest   companions   in   the   family.   

● Police  also  claim  to  have  taken  the        

statement  of  the  bakery  worker  who       

himself  eye-witnessed  the  murder     

and  washed  the  blood  from  the  steps        

of   the   bakery.  

● It  came  to  know  from  Viraj's  relatives        

that  Police  have  taken  statements      

under  section  164  from  10      

witnesses.   

● Police  claim  con�iscation  of  following      

electronic   items   

○ Viraj’s  mobile  phone  and  SIM      

card   

○ Mobile  phones  and  SIM  cards      

of   all   the   accused  

○ Manasi  Kate’s  mobile  phone     

and   SIM   card   

● The  spot  where  Viraj  was  murdered       

had  CCTV  cameras  installed  in  two       

locations,  although  the  footage  on      

both  the  cameras  was  found  deleted       

in  the  morning  after  the  attack.  Local        

activists  mounted  pressure  on  the      

police  to  act  on  this  information       

which   is   when   the   police   acted.   

● The  police  have  claimed  that  footage       

has  been  recovered  from  both      

cameras  and  have  been  sent  to       

judicial  of�icers  for  further     

examination.  This  matter  will  be      

heard  in  the  court  of  Justice  Sahare  of         

Pune  district  court.  All  accused  were       

sent  to  judicial  custody  at  Yerwada       

prison.  From  there  they  have  now       

been   shifted   to   holding   in   Satara.   

 

Social			Media			
The  muder  of  Viraj  Jagtap  out  of        

casteist  hatred  has  caused  a  storm  in        

Maharashtra.  A  Maratha  vs  Buddhist  battle       

has  broken  out  over  Social  Media.  Ajay        

Mane  of  Indie  Journal  documents  73  lakh        
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views  for  entries  on  Tiktok  with  hashtag        

#virajjagtap.  Another  hashtag    

#justiceforvirajjagtap  had  66  lakh  views.  On       

social  media,  people  have  gone  on  to  abuse         

each  other  and  particularly  women  in  caste        

antagonism.  This  has  provoked  an      

antagonism  between  Marathas  and  Dalits.      

What  makes  Viraj’s  case  unique?  To  answer        

that  question  this  committee  has  reviewed       

social  media  posts,  Tiktok  posts  previously       

mentioned  and  spoken  to  experts.  The       

�indings   are   as   follows   -  

 

1. Following  the  public  knowledge  of  his       

death  social  media  posts  paying  tribute       

to  his  life,  condemning  ‘honor  killing’,       

condemnation  of  muder  out  of  casteist       

hate  appeared.  These  posts  spoke  of  the        

collective  anger  towards  casteist  hate.      

None  of  these  posts  were  abusive  or        

attempting  character  assasination  of     

those  involved  in  the  crime.  This  toxic        

activity  emerged  after  a  post  from  a        

Facebook  account  in  the  name  of  Bhayya        

Patil.   

 

2. Bhaiyya  Patil’s  post  appeared  on      

Facebook  on  12  June  2020  at  10:20  am.         

Three  days  after  Viraj’s  murder.      

Following   is   the   screengrab   of   the   post.   

 

 

 

 

Translation			of			the			post			

“Those  who  are  attacking  Marathas  without       

listening   to   the   other   side,   read   on   ..   

After  the  death  of  19  year  old  Viraj  Japtap          

the  issue  of  honor  killing  has  come  into         

discussion.  Maratha  people  are  being      

targeted  in  this.  From  the  beginning,  this        
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has  been  a  one  sided  &  biased  discussion.         

The  FIR  copy  that  was  made  viral  has         

hidden  political  context.  Viraj  Jagtap  was       

the  grandson  of  former  corporator      

Subhadra   Jagtap.   

A  few  months  back,  Viraj  attempted  to  kill         

Hemant  Kate  with  a  sword.  Viraj  would  get         

inebriated  and  threaten  Hemant  with  death       

in  front  of  the  whole  village.  Hemant  Kate  is          

Kailas  Kate’s  son.  Kailas  Kate  is  Jagdish        

Kate’s  brother.  Both  brothers  were  at  home        

at  the  time  of  the  crime  and  yet  FIR  has           

their  names  as  accused.  Eyewitness  account       

claims  that  only  Hemant  and  his  minor        

brother  were  present  when  the  crime       

happened.  This  negates  the  statements  put       

in  Jagdish  Kate’s  mouth.  Let  it  be,  the  police          

must  investigate  this.  When  the  crime       

happened  both  Viraj  and  Hemant  were       

inebriated.  Viraj  was  using  obscene      

language  to  instigate  Hemant  and  his  17        

year  old  brother.  He  was  saying       

unmentionable  things  about  Hemant’s     

sister  ..  Hemant’s  17  year  old  brother  wasn't         

able  to  take  this  abuse  since  Hemant  had         

survived  a  recent  attack  on  his  life  by  Viraj          

Jagtap.  This  17  year  old  boy  started        

attacking  Viraj  after  which  Viraj  started       

beating  him  back  when  Hemant  intervened       

and  the  result  was  that  Viraj  Jagtap  was         

injured.   

The  father  of  the  boys,  Jagdish  Kate,  and         

their  paternal  uncle  Kailas  Kate  were       

unaware  of  these  developments  and  were  at        

home.  When  they  came  to  know  of  the         

incident  both  parties  decided  to  solve  the        

matter  mutually  rather  than  go  to  the        

police.  Kate  brothers  promised  to  pay  for        

Viraj’s  medical  bills.  Jagtap  family  told  the        

police  that  they  did  not  want  to  register  a          

complaint  when  they  were  informed  of  the        

incident  by  the  police.  Viraj  passed  away        

the  next  day.  After  this  Nana  Kate,        

corporator,  tried  to  drag  the  girl’s  father        

into  the  crime  although  he  had  no        

connection  to  it.  He  tried  to  give  the  whole          

affair  a  casteist  color.  Please  �ind  on  your         

own  to  which  party  this  corporator  belongs.        

The  girl’s  father  and  paternal  relatives  are        

close  to  BJP  corporator  Shatrughna  Kate       

thus  Nana  Kate  took  Viraj  Jagtap’s  side.  One         

golden  activist  who  was  engaging  in       

anti-Maratha  rhetoric  and  trying  to  give  the        

whole  affair  a  caste  color  from  the        

beginning  is  also  close  to  Nana  Kate  ..  Local          

Dalits  knowing  this  politics  chose  to  keep        

mum  but  opportunists  from  outside  found       

this   activity   useful   to   prove   points.   

The  narrative  that  Viraj  Jagtap  was       

murdered  out  of  Dalit  Maratha  rivalary  is        

not  true.  This  boy  who  ran  his  bike  into  the           

girl  to  prove  his  love,  who  drunkenly  spoke         
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obscenities  about  her  is  a  stain  in  the  name          

of  love.  Do  check  the  age  of  the  boy  and  the            

girl  involved  ..  Those  who  claim  that  their         

affair  was  ongoing  for  8  years,  tell  me         

whether  boys  start  loving  from  the  age  of         

11-12?  If  your  younger  sister  was  being        

harassed  by  a  drunk  what  would  you  do?         

This  has  become  a  reason  to  abuse        

Marathas  but  that  is  not  right.  The  murder         

of  Viraj  Jagtap  is  unfortunate  but  also        

unfortunate  is  painting  a  coat  of  caste        

hatred  and  love  on  this  event.  Punish  those         

responsible  for  the  crime.  But  do  not  drag         

Maratha  community  into  this  private      

matter.  

Local  politics  of  Nationalist  (Nationalist      

Congress  Party)  and  BJP  is  also  active  here.         

The  accused  Kate  is  a  minor  and  they  had          

2-3  �ights  with  the  victim.  Do  get  to  know          

who  the  dead  Viraj  used  to  hang  out  with.          

What  is  this  vulgarity  of  putting  casteist        

statements  in  the  mouth  of  the  girl’s  father         

and  dragging  him  in  the  FIR  when  they         

weren't  on  the  scene  of  crime??  To        

implicate  people  not  present  at  the  scene  of         

crime  and  accusing  them  of  casteism,  what        

sort   of   Ambedkarism   is   this??   

Bhaiya   Patil.   

 

3. On  a  close  inspection  it  is  clear  that  the          

intention  of  Bhaiya  Patil’s  post  is  to        

in�lame  Maratha  anger  against     

Buddhists  and  to  create  sympathy  and       

support  for  the  accused.  The  post  is  a         

well  constructed  narrative  against  the      

facts  of  the  case.  It  makes  up  Viraj’s         

attempted  murder  of  Hemant  Kate,  Viraj       

being  a  drunk  who  would  threaten  Kate        

in  front  of  the  village  or  that  Kate  family          

offered  to  pay  the  hospital  bills  leading        

to  Jagtap  family  not  registering  a  police        

complaint.  It  further  lies  about  Viraj       

attempting  to  drive  over  Manasi.  Patil       

picks  important  facts  and  turns  them       

over   as   lies.   

In  acts  of  atrocity  against  Dalits  from        

Khairlanji,  to  Javkheda,  Satyabhama’s     

case  from  Latur,  in  all  these  instances  it         

can  be  found  that  similar  character       

assassinating  narratives  were  peddled     

against  the  victims  of  these  enormities.       

This  character  assasination  is  used  to       

justify  a  casteist  crime.  By  spreading       

obscene  rumors  about  Priyanka  and      

Surekha  Bhotmange  who  were  brutally      

violated  and  murdered,  Savarna’s  were      

paci�ied  as  if  that  justi�ied  the  crime.  In         

Javkheda  rumors  about  immoral     

conduct  were  spread  after  Devendra      

Fadanvis’  visit  to  the  village  and  the        

victims’  families  were  made  accused.      

Two  things  are  achieved  by  this,       
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casteists  are  emboldened  to  reject  the       

crime  and  those  standing  against  the       

atrocity  are  weakened  and  diverted.      

Javkheda  is  an  important  example  of       

such   strategies.   

In  the  case  of  Viraj  Jagtap  murder  the         

same  strategy  is  being  used.  Bhaiya       

Patil’s  above  post  is  the  beginning  of  the         

building  of  the  counter  narrative.      

Buddhist  voices  began  responding  to      

this  character  assasination  of  Viraj      

Jagtap  but  in  the  process  the  narrative  of         

anti-caste  action  was  turned  into  a  Dalit        

against  Maratha  narrative.  On  13  June       

2020  Bhaiya  Patil  made  another  post       

that  referenced  Facebook  and  TikTok      

posts  that  responded  to  his  attacks  on        

Viraj.   That   post   too   was   made   viral.   

 

 

 

These  posts  were  indeed  at  fault  for        

being  impolite  and  angry  and  thus  we        

do  not  condone  them.  But  these  posts        

were  used  to  in�lame  Buddhist  vs       

Maratha  narrative.  Posts  that  attacked      

Viraj’s  character  were  used  to  bait       

supporters  to  make  impolite  responses      

in  anger,  which  was  then  used  as        

evidence  of  bad  behavior  and  to       

disorient   the   main   discussion   at   hand.   
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To  further  widen  the  rift  between  the        

two  communities.  This  coordinated     

strategy  is  apparent.  People  like      

‘Kshatriya  Hindu  Marathas  Dhanashree     

Maske’  used  this  situation  to  argue       

against  the  Prevention  of  Atrocities  Act       

and  make  the  Buddhist  vs  Maratha  �ight        

even  worse  by  making  in�lammatory      

public   speeches.   

 

 

 

4. Dhanashree  Maske  is  seen  promoting      

Hindutva  ideology.  Her  Facebook     

account  is  named  as  ‘Kshatriya  Maratha       

Dhanashree  Maske.’  This  is  an  old       

strategy  of  organizations  ike  Rashtriya      

Swayamsevak  Sangh,  con�lating  caste     

realities  and  making  a  false  politics  that        

invisiblises  inherent  caste  and  religious      

politics.  Mhaske  jumped  into  the      

discussion  after  Bhaiya  Patil’s  posts      

went   viral.  
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By  using  hashtags  like  #onesided  and       

#eveteasing,  she  went  to  further  the  attacks        

on  Viraj’s  character.  A  video  was  made  with         

Viraj’s  grandmother  ostensibly  in  sympathy      

with  his  muder  but  her  true  intention  was         

to  amplify  her  use  of  some  words  she  uses          

in  anger.  It  is  used  to  further  vilify  Viraj  and           

aggravate  Maratha  vs  Buddhist  argument.      

Mhaske  gave  credence  to  Patil’s  false       

allegations  and  narrative  instead  of  any  fact        

checking  on  her  part.  On  13  June  historian         

Shrimant  Kokate  made  a  post  saying,  “a  lot         

of  Sanatanis  are  attempting  to  make  this  a         

Maratha-Buddhist  �ight,  don’t  fall  prey  to       

that.”  In  response  to  this,  Mhaske  made  a         

post  that  went  on  at  such  level  where  she          

used  threats  of  beastialty  and  rape  against        

his   mother.  

  

(https://m.facebook.com/story.php?story_f 

bid=1159463024407795&id=1000103232 

43452)  

 

Her  posts  are  clearly  in  response  to        

Kokate’s  attack  on  Brahminism.  When      

Kokate  attacks  the  strategy  of  the  Sanatanis        

and  reactionaries,  these  people  seen  virtue       

signalling  on  social  media  resort  the  worst        

of   rape   threats.  

 

 

 

 

 

This  same  languge  of  threats  of  sexual        

assault  is  used  by  Mhaske  in  a  facebook  live          

video  that  she  posted  after  a  police        

complaint  against  her.  After  Dadarao      

Arunabai  Panjabrao’s  complaint  againsts     

her  in  Maharashtra,  Mhaske  has  dialed       

down  her  in�lammatory  rhetoric  but  at  the        
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same  time  has  used  these  complaints  to        

claim   attack   on   her   right   to   free   speech.   

They  take  care  that  it  appears  as  a         

Buddhist-Maratha  �ight  and  not  a      

Dalit-Maratha   one.   
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When  other  caste  groups  went  in       

solidarity  with  Viraj  Jagtap,  fake  Facebook       

accounts  (now  deleted)  were  created  to       

posts  like  “I  am  Matang  and  I  stand  with          

Kate  family”,  “I  am  Dhangar  and  I  stand  with          

Kate  family”,  claiming  false  solidarity  from       

non-buddhist  groups.  A  derogatory  label  of       

“Bhimte”  (reference:  Bhimrao  Ramji     

Ambedkar)  was  used  to  provoke  �ights       

between  Buddhists  and  Marathas.  These      

same  tactics  were  used  in  the  aftermath  of         

‘Maratha  Kranti  Morcha’  and  on  1  January        

2017  at  Bhima  Koregaon.  Brahminical      

groups  strategically  attacked  Scheduled     

Caste  groups  by  creating  a  Mahar-neo       

Buddhist  binary  using  the  ‘Bhimte’  slur.       

This  slur  was  openly  used  by  Rashtriya        

Swayamsevak  Dal  after  2014.  After  Bhaiya       

Patil’s  post,  many  others  appeared      

attacking  Viraj.  In  its  aftermath  the       

#isupportkatefamily  hashtag  was  created     

and   weaponized.   

At  the  same  time  many  posts  of        

defamatory  nature  against  Viraj  Jagtap  had       

started  to  appear.  The  #isupportkatefamily      

hashtag  was  used  to  do  that  after  Bhaiya         

Patil’s  post  went  viral.  As  a  reaction  to  this          

defamatory  content  Dalits-Buddhist  made     

many  posts  on  TikTok,  some  of  which  were         

inappropriate.   

Police  investigated  more  than  30      

social  media  accounts  in  the  aftermath  but        

more  than  22  of  these  were  against  Dalit         

users.   
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 Pimpri-Chinchwad:	 	An	 	ever		 	 	

growing	 	web	 	of	 	Brahmanical		 	 	 	

Hindu			terrorist			organisations		
	

This  committee  spoke  to  Viraj  Jagtap’s       

family  and  locals  regarding  this  matter.  The        

�indings  of  those  conversations  are  as       

follows:  

  

1. In  a  meeting  of  Maratha  caste       

corporators  a  sangh  af�iliate  corporator      

said,  “enough  has  happened!  We  will       

take  care  of  whatever  happens      

henceforth”.  

 

2. Two  corporators  from  BJP  and  NCP       

respectively  had  a  meeting.  It  is  known        

that  they  harbor  immense  hatred      

against  each  other.  The  enmity  was  such        

that  they  had  not  met  each  other  for         

years  and  their  followers  would  engage       

in  frequent  skirmishes  one  of  which  lead        

to  gun�ire.  After  the  murder  of  Viraj        

Jagtap   they   had   a   long   meeting.  

 

3. In  the  last  2-3  years,  Vishwa  Hindu        

Parishad  and  Bajrang  Dal  have  become       

active  in  Saudagar  area.  It  is  a  discreet         

operation.  Schools  with  sangh  af�iliated      

employees  conduct  cultural  activities.     

Sangh’s  regular  Shakha  operates  in      

Kunal  Icon  Ground  in  Saudagar.  It  has        

the  support  of  Shatrughna  Kate,  a  BJP        

corporator.  

 

4. Pimpri  Gaonthan  is  adjacent  to  Pimple       

Saudagar.  Vishwa  Hindu  Parishad  and      

Bajrang  Dal  have  become  active  here       

and  in  Chinchwad,  Nigdi  and  Bhosari       

since  2014.  Bajrang  Dal  has  worked  to        

forment  Hindu-Muslim  riots  over  here.      

Bajrang  Dal  and  Vishwa  Hindu  Parishad       

had  attempted  to  start  a  ‘Sakal  Maratha’        

Morcha  in  the  aftermath  of  the       

Maharashtrawide  Bandh  called  in     

response  to  Bhima  Koregaon  attacks  and       

to   create   hostility   against   Buddhist.   

 

5. The  coinciding  events  of  Khairlanji      

massacre  in  Maharashtra  and  the      

de�iling  of  Dr  B  R  Ambedkar’s  statue  in         

Kanpur  lead  to  people's  movements  and       

protests  all  over  Maharashtra.  Due  to       

strong  protests,  some  areas  had      

imposed  curfew.  Pimpri  Chinchwad  was      

one  of  those  places.  Dalit  people  took  to         

the  streets  in  large  numbers.  In       

retaliation  some  savarna  leaders  had      

attacked  Dalit  settlements.  This  was      

related   by   locals.   
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 Inference			and			Demands:			
	

Viraj  Jagtap’s  murder  is  a  result  of        

caste  hatred  and  patriarchal  attitudes  of       

savarna  hegemons  like  Jagdish  Kate.  This       

was  a  killing  out  of  casteist  hate,  it  should          

not  be  sanitised  as  ‘honor  killing’.  It  is         

usually  observed  that  the  Dalit  family  who        

is  the  victim  of  such  attacks  are  of  limited          

economic  means.  But  this  wasn’t  the  case        

with  Viraj.  His  being  well-off  and       

economically  independent  was  making  the      

Savarna  jealous  and  this  is  a  part  of  the          

psyche.  

In  the  past  few  years  the  Maratha        

youth  has  become  (or  perhaps  been  made)        

mentally  distressed  and  insecure.  The      

Rashtriya  Swayamsevak  Sangh  and  its      

af�iliate  Brahmanical  Hindu  organisations     

have  convinced  the  youth  that  the       

reservations  (af�irmative  action)  in  favor  of       

SC,  ST,  OBC  is  the  reason  for  their  distress.          

This  insecurity  manifested  in  hatred  which       

led  to  the  murder  of  Viraj  Jagtap.  Manasi         

Kate’s  brother  Hemant’s  taunts  to  Viraj  over        

his  gold  chain  and  automobiles  is  evidence        

to  this.  As  a  society  we  still  bar  women  from           

choosing  their  own  partners  or      

companions.  This  is  not  limited  to  Maratha        

caste  as  all  communities  take  offence  to        

women  choosing  their  own  companions.  It       

may  change  from  community  to  community       

by   a   certain   degree   but   it   is   total.   

In  the  context  of  these  facts  this        

committee  sees  �it  to  make  the  following        

demands   from   the   state.   

● The  three  hospitals  who  rejected      

admission  to  an  injured  Viraj  must  be        

investigated  if  they  were  acting      

under  political  in�luence.  The  police      

must   also   investigate   this   matter.   

● Suspend  the  police  of�icer  who      

procrastinated  registering  a    

complaint  under  Prevention  of     

Atrocities  Act  1989  (2015     

amendment)  and  refused  to  register      

the  complaint  as  Viraj  was  in  the        

hospital.  

● The  police  must  present  substantial      

evidence  to  court  such  that  bail  can        

be   denied   to   the   accused.  

● Provide  Police  protection  to  the  two       

eyewitnesses,  other  important    

witnesses   as   well   as   Manasi   Kate.   

● All  the  social  media  accounts  that       

tried  to  incite  Buddhist-Maratha     

animosity  on  all  social  media      

platforms  must  be  removed  from      

those  platforms  and  cyber  cell  should       

detain  and  interrogate  the  people      

behind   these   accounts.   
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● The  cases  of  atrocities  against  Dalits       

have  been  on  a  rise  all  over  the         

country  and  in  Maharashtra.  In      

Maharashtra  they  have  been  in  large       

concentration  in  Marathwada,    

Khandesh,  Vidarbha,  and  western     

maharashtra.  We  demand  that  they      

be  declared  as  “areas  prone  to       

Atrocity”  

● Create  a  special  investigation  team      

under  the  leadership  of  a  retired  high        

court  judge  to  assess  cases  of       

atrocities  against  Dalits  and     

Scheduled  Tribes.  This  team  should      

produce   a   report   for   the   same.   

● Cabinet  minister  for  home  affairs  for       

the  state  of  Maharashtra,  Mr  Anil       

Deshmukh  should  take  moral     

responsibility  for  the  rise  in  cases  of        

atrocities  against  Dalits  and     

Scheduled  Tribes  and  immediately     

resign   from   his   position.   

 

❖       ❖      ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖       ❖   
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